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Description

Set in a mechanized world, the story begins with a world-renowned young scientist named Veloce. One day she invented
"Mecha" an 5d3b920ae0
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English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese

mecha ritz steel rondo

Normally i would wait until i finished or put some hours till i write a review, but with Mecha Ritz there is no such thing as
common sense :) It's a perfect blend of modern and classic shmups elements full with moments of adrenaline! It can be
overwhelming, fast, exhilarating, chaotic, gorgeous but the most important thing, it's fun, especially thanks to the dynamic
difficulty that switches in real time so that it's always fair and a challenge for the player.. An absolute tour de force. A shmup
full of imaginative patterns, chaos, and rapid-fire fun. Magnificently paced, endlessly charming. Mecha Ritz really does earn its
spot proudly right next to Crimzon Clover, Eschatos, and Mushihimesama. It is that good. The rank system slides perfectly up
and down, making the game faster and more chaotic, but you stronger, the better you do, and easier the more you take it on the
chin. This creates a wonderful risk vs reward metric by making the game more and more intense the better you play. Combine
with all the extra lives it gives you (A ridiculous amount compared to others in the genre. I would get 3-5 shields and 3-5 bombs
usually each level.), and the game manages to make room for terrible play as well as reward extremely good play with crazier
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patterns. Of course, you have to manage a decent rank to get the best ending, but even the bad ending is a rip roaring good time.
But even without the rank system, you have a game that is just brilliantly put together in every way. Do not let this one pass you
by if you like shmups at all. EDIT: The manual is a readme.txt file in the game install directory and explains the various
systems. This is old school as can be.. Such a good surprise
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